NUMBEKS AND THE UNIVEWSE	(i<>
,1 discovery wan made- that musical harmonies depend unerical ratios, Uio octave representing the ratio 2 : 1 gth of string, the fifth 3 : 2 and the fourth 4:3? s use by the Pythagoreans of visible points to represent nits of a number oi! a particular i'orm is illustrated by murk of Aristotle that
tus settled what is the number of what object, (e.g. * the number of a man, tlmt of a Jiov.se) and imitated mpes of living things by pebbles after the manner of who brliifj it-timbers into the forms nf triangle or
treated   the  unit,  which is  a point without position <?) atfero?), as a point, and  a point as a unit having Oea-if t)(ovcra.).'2
Definitions of the unit and of number.
atotlo observes that the One is reasonably regarded as ;ing itself a number, because a measure is not Uie things red, but the measure or the One is the beginning (or pie) of number." TJiis doctrine may be of Pythagorean ; Nvcomachus has it4 ; Euclid implies it when lui sayw
unit is Unit by virtue of which each of existing things ed one, while a number is ' tho multitude made up of G; and the statement was generally accepted. According iblichus,0 Tliymaridas (an ancient PyUiagorean, probably ,tcr than Plato's time) defined a unit tus ' limiting quan-tr(pa(vov<ra TToa-^rr/y) or, as we might gay, ' limit of 1'ow-wliile some Pythagoreans called it ' the confine between m- and parts', i.e. that which separates multiples ubmultiplcs. Chrysippus (third century h.c.) called it itude one' (n-AiJtfoy &'), a definition objected to by ichus us a contradiction in terms, but important as an pt to bring 1 into the conception of number.
first definition of number is attributed to Tlmles, wlio d it as a collection of units (^oi>dS(ov tr&rrjj^a), ' follow-
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